
Fittings sizes

Fitting sizes are designated based on the thread sizes 

Material - malleable cast iron

1.   Blackheart malleable cast iron 

2.   Whiteheart malleable cast iron 

better galvanisability

higher strength

Hot dip galvanising

Technical Product Notes

3 5

Nominal diameter DN (mm)
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Hot dip galvanising

Thread

General outline

Jointing threads

EN 10226-1

Fastening threads

EN ISO 228-1 not 

Electroplating

Difference between jointing threads/

fastening threads

 EN 10226-1

EN ISO 228-1 is a  

Full designation of pipe threads

Jointing thread to EN 10226-1

taper
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Fastening thread to EN ISO 228-1

Internal thread (right-hand) parallel G  11/2

External thread (right-hand)

Tolerance class A
parallel G  11/2 A

External thread (right-hand)

Tolerance class B
parallel G  11/2 B

Comment: the symbol LH is added to designate left-hand thread.

Example: G 11/2 - LH

The combination of an external parallel thread G, 

tolerance class A or B in accordance with  

EN ISO 228-1, with an internal parallel thread Rp in 

accordance with EN 10226-1 needs special  

consideration.

For external threads to EN ISO 228-1 Georg Fischer uses part of the class B tolerances. 

(see below).

Comparison of the tolerances of jointing and fastening threads

Combination of jointing threads (sealing on the thread)

with fastening threads (not sealing on the thread) 

When it is neccessary to have this combination, the 

positive or negative tolerance of the internal thread to 

EN 10226-1 shall be considered in the relevant product 

standards, where external parallel threads G are used.

Such a combination of threads may not necessarily 

achieve a leak-tight joint (be EN ISO 228-1, chapter 6).
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For parallel internal threads  

Construction and function of jointing threads which are sealing on the threads to

EN 10226-1 (ISO 7-1)

For taper external threads 
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The sealing effect on the thread

sealing material

To ensure the sealing effect of the taper/parallel 

joint actually takes place, the following points  

must be taken into account:

thread cutting tool

Gauging

fastening threads 

jointing threads

standardised to EN 10226-3 
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It should be noted that thread inspection using 

gauges is a comparative test.

parallel internal thread

a

a

Example:

a

a
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Pipe threads (EN 10226/ISO 7) and threaded pipes (EN 10255/ISO 65)

The most important dimensions

Length tolerances

unions are referring to the 

Angle tolerance

ST

Thread size

Nominal diameter DN

1/8

6

1/4

8

3/8

10

1/2

15

3/4

20

1

25

11/4

32

11/2

40

2

50

21/2

65

3

80

4

100

5

125

6

150

Pipe threads

± 3,5 ± 3,5 ± 3,5 ± 3,5 ± 3,5

5 5

Threaded pipes

Medium duty

Heavy duty

Dimensions (overall lengths) tolerance

± 3,5
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Flat seat unions

Taper seat unions

If taper seat unions are reused, Georg Fischer 

do not take over a warranty for the sealing 

performance.

Conical/spherical and spherical sealing

seat unions

Union piece parts

Georg Fischer taper seat union piece parts must 

not be interchanged or reused. Therefore we do 

only offer these for sale in exceptional cases.

Guideline for tightening taper seat unions

Fitting size 3

Tightening torque Nm

max. allowable revolutions *)
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